
To support SWL TCP to continue to take ownership of the workforce workstream, HEE will facilitate a 
series of “population centric” workforce action learning workshops, that will enable the TCP to 
initiate a workforce workstream and provide a framework for this approach. 
 
The aim is, by the end of all 4 workshops, for the TCP to be able have the direction needed to move 
forward with regards to workforce planning. These workshops should provide the workforce 
planning tools to help us understand the current workforce and the future requirements needed to 
help transform care. This would then lead to the production of a TCP workforce plan. 
 
There are six steps to the population centric integrated planning for workforce transformation: 
 

 
 
The ideal mix for the workshops will be private, voluntary, independent stakeholders as well as Trust 
and commissioning colleagues.  
 
The first session will include: 
•             Welcome and introductions  
•             An introduction to HEE KSS Intellectual disabilities workforce programme & TCP workforce 
partners 
•             Workforce planning; a rational for the offer of up to 4 bite sized workforce workshops to the 
TCP 
•             Why the Population Centric Model? 
•             Part I: Establishing the Change management approach 
•             What will be next? Part II 
•             Sign posting: Resources, evaluation, support. 
 
The second workshop builds on the strategic environment, maps a strategic landscape and looks at 
design of current services, with some tools offered to help people start to think about “pain 
relievers” and “gain creators”. We then move onto future proofing services. 



The final 2 sessions are very much geared to what the TCP has identified as needing help with in 
order to produce a draft TCP workforce plan. 
 
In between each session the TCP will need to carry on thinking about the work – ie are there any 
more stakeholders who were forgotten etc, do the proxies need adding to? The workshops last 
around 4 hours with time for refreshments and lunch provided.  
 
 


